1. Site Plan.

2. The Crescent Village Circle park edge pays respect to the formality of the urban street, while offering the expansive multi-use lawn area for a diverse user group.

3. Preservation of Redwood, Cottonwood, and Valley Oak species on-site, with careful design incorporation, provides a stately essence to the park and creates an urban forest.

4. The garden plaza provides a central gathering place, while offering four unique adjacent gardens to appeal to multi-generational users.

5. Abundant seating opportunities are centrally located to foster community interaction.

6. The open space is ideal for pick-up games while benches flank it to allow for casual observation.
7. The primary meandering path serves as a subtle divide between the rustic and rural northern park and the more formal and structured southern park.

8. A soft curve and warm-colored materials compliment the meandering nature of the path, calling to mind the namesake of the park.

9. The entirety of all park runoff is captured and treated in this naturalized bioswale area in the northern park, amongst preserved and transplanted Redwoods and Cottonwoods.

10. Along the meandering path one can remove themselves from the urbanity that surrounds the site and be immersed in nature.